
Mobile and Online: Putting Location 
Awareness on the Map   

Summary: Location awareness — the concept 
of a device knowing where it is — has received 
increased attention lately. Its integration into 
mobile devices such as Apple’s iPhone has in-
creased its exposure and its ability to serve 
more geotargeted content to users. Innova-
tions in the mobile world have also inspired 

development of online search products, start-
ing with location awareness software in some 
Web browsers and continuing with local 
search applications that utilize its capability. 
Once adoption reaches a certain level, market-
ers could gain interest in serving ads that take 
into account users’ precise locations.

The Big Picture
In addition to small and medium-sized businesses 
that advertise locally, the local advertising picture isn’t 
complete without a look at national advertisers that 
wish to target local audiences. 

To support their local stores, national advertisers 
and agencies have traditionally bought newspaper 
ad inventory and even some Yellow Pages advertising 
through agencies like TMP Directional Marketing.  
Online, they’ve launched geotargeted search campaigns 
and purchased display ads in places known for locally 
relevant content and traffic. Such advertising includes 
newspaper Web sites or geographically oriented 
networks such as Topix. It can also be bought through 
platforms that specialize in locally targeted inventory, 
such as Centro and Yahoo’s APT.  

In addition, display ads can be purchased from ad 
networks and placed on more nationally oriented sites 
to show up when users from certain geographies view 
those pages. The current state of the art utilizes the 

viewer’s Internet Protocol address as a targeting input. 
IP targeting doesn’t get any more specific than the 

city level, however. It is also sometimes unreliable and 
misidentifies users’ locations. This can happen when an 
Internet service provider uses an IP address that is in a 
central location, sometimes hundreds of miles away from 
the actual user. Nationwide AOL subscribers, for example, 
had IP addresses for a number of years that were identified 
as the company’s former headquarters in Dulles, Virginia. 

Location, Location, Location
A greater opportunity for geotargeting could exist if 
ads were placed with knowledge of users’ locations at 
the ZIP code, neighborhood or even city block level. 
We are starting to see the underlying technology for 
such scenarios. 

Technologies such as GPS and Wi-Fi positioning are 
being used for location awareness, which is the concept 
of a device knowing where it is in order to serve more 
relevant content to users in both pull and push formats. 
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GPS has been present in personal navigation devices and 
in-car systems for years, but its more recent integration 
into mobile devices gives it greater potential to reach 
a mass market (see TKG Advisory “The iPhone Era: 
Mobile Local Search Gets its Due”). 

In addition to GPS, location awareness in mobile 
devices can involve Wi-Fi network or cell tower 
triangulation. Wi-Fi positioning, provided by companies 
such as Boston-based Skyhook Wireless, isn’t as accurate 
as GPS, which pinpoints location down to the meter 
level. But it is more reliable in certain settings, such as 
indoors and dense urban areas, given that GPS requires 
a satellite signal. 

The iPhone has both technologies operating in 
unison so the best one can be used at any given time, 
depending on situational factors. As the iPhone and 
other smartphones that track location gain popularity 
and market acceptance, location awareness will begin 
to inspire product development on the PC.

This could include GPS and Wi-Fi 
positioning but will most likely rely 
on the latter, given that the necessary 
hardware has already reached ubiquity 
in laptops. 

Closing the Loop
The loop is already beginning to close. 
Given that hardware requirements 
are in place to receive a Wi-Fi signal 
on a laptop, the next step has been to 
develop location aware software to 
take the signal and make sense of it. 

The browser’s position as a doorway 
to the Web has made it a logical place 
to integrate such software. Firefox 3.1 
and Google’s Chrome browser were 
both recently announced to have 
baked-in location awareness. Mozilla’s 
open source code, known as Geode, 
will let developers begin to build 

location aware search applications for Firefox. 
Google also recently announced that it will add Wi-

Fi signals to its Geolocation API so product developers 
can build location-enabled search sites. The API is the 
same for both desktop and mobile browsers, meaning 
location aware search applications can simultaneously 
be built for its Android mobile operating system and 
its Web browser.  

In addition, Microsoft recently revealed that it 
will integrate location awareness in the Windows 
7 operating system. This will similarly include an 
API that lets developers build location aware search 
applications that utilize the location data generated by 
the operating system. 

The hope is that the underlying location awareness 
made available by Google, Mozilla, Microsoft and others 
will lead to more third-party application development. 
The image below shows an early application built on 
Mozilla’s Geode platform called Food Finder. The blue 
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dot represents the user’s location, and searches can 
be filtered by different dining categories. Map results 
include Yelp ratings and reviews.

This is a primitive and early version of what will 
be possible with location-based APIs for many types 
of search applications, in addition to mapping. After 
applications are developed and usage reaches certain 
levels, the steps that follow could include national 
advertisers and ad networks serving ads that are more 
useful and actionable for local users. 

This could include rich media ads that let users 
interact with trackable promotions for actual store 
locations that they are more likely to visit (i.e., close by). 
The local relevance could mean better ad performance 
via clickthroughs, call tracking or promotional codes. 

It will take longer for brand advertisers and agencies 
to catch on to this opportunity. But the technology is 
now there to get the ball rolling. In the meantime, it 
will serve a more user-centric purpose in making local 
searches easier for users.

Even on that measure, location awareness in the 
browser is just the foundation; local search 
engines and ad-serving technologies 
will have to do some work to spin out 
products that utilize this location data 
before we see the real killer apps.
 App Level Development
Though the browser will be the place 
where passive or automatic location 
awareness will take place, a few individual 
Web applications have already been 
developed that carry this capability. 
Because they require active downloads 
from users, they have mostly appealed to 
an early adopter set of users. 

Loki
An example is Skyhook Wireless, which 
provides Wi-Fi positioning in the iPhone 
and Firefox 3.1 and also has a location-

based search product on the market. Skyhook’s Loki is a 
Web-based application that pinpoints users’ locations and 
then allows them to choose a number of “channels” to add 
to their personal page. These channels can be different 
online services or brands such as Yelp or Restaurant.com, 
which will return content based on Loki’s location data.

Loki is a novel application that could serve as a model 
for location aware online search products developed 
in the coming months. However, it has only appealed 
to an early adopter user base, primarily because of the 
additional download requirement. As is often the case, 
the need for a proactive pull on the part of the user 
causes a considerable adoption barrier. Browser-based 
location awareness, which offers automatic or “passive” 
functionality, will lead to greater adoption. 

Another challenge for Loki is that its value 
proposition isn’t easy to understand for most users. 
Loki, with its first mover status, has encountered a 
market that isn’t accustomed to the concept behind 
location aware search applications. 

This is slowly changing as the iPhone and others shed 
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Skyhook Wireless’ Loki App 
SOURCE: SKYHOOK WIRELESS (2008)



light on location awareness. Apple’s gravitas has put the 
technology on the map much better than Loki alone could 
do. But it’s no worry to Skyhook, which sees the iPhone as 
a boon to gaining better penetration for its technology in 
local search applications — both mobile and online.  

Skyhook isn’t a consumer facing company, points 
out Ryan Sarver, director of consumer product. Instead, 
it’s happy to work in the background and enable the 
location awareness that will slowly make its way into 
more and more of the applications we use to search for 
things locally. “The people that need to know about it 
will,” Sarver says. 

 
Fire Eagle
Yahoo’s Fire Eagle, launched in August, is another effort 
to manage users’ location data to make online services 
smarter and more relevant. Fire Eagle communicates with 
a variety of location aware devices, such as cellphones 
and personal GPS units, to update a user’s whereabouts. 
Users can also manually enter their location into Fire 
Eagle (this requires a Yahoo account).

The online services that partner with Fire Eagle then 
grab this information and serve locally relevant content 
accordingly. These services include hyperlocal content 
site Outside.in, blogging platform TypePad and social 
network Pownce.

“Location information adds context to the node,” 
says Pownce Cofounder Leah Culver, adding that alerts 
for events, music and local promotions can be served 
accordingly.

There are about 50 such applications, and the list 
will likely grow as Yahoo offers the ability to any online 
service to work with Fire Eagle’s API to build features 
that utilize location data. Yahoo hopes the platform will 
also improve over time with better and more pervasive 
location awareness.

This will occur as more users have location aware 
mobile devices and use them as part of their daily lives. 
It could also happen as location awareness is integrated 

to a greater degree into the online search experience, as 
described above.

Given that the services that apply Fire Eagle’s 
location awareness are mostly online, as opposed to 
mobile, it would make sense that more direct location 
awareness on the desktop will be more effective than its 
various tie-ins to mobile devices.

Tom Coates, head of product of Yahoo Brickhouse, 
agrees with this notion, stating that Fire Eagle was built 
to work with a number of Web services and applications, 
but also to be an open platform into which location aware 
technologies will be plugged on an ongoing basis.

“The platform is a switchboard between anything in 
the world that can update or use location information,” 
he said. “We wanted to build the platform and make it 
open so others could build on it.”

As location awareness is integrated into the browser, 
it will strengthen Fire Eagle’s ability to serve users’ 
location to its content partners. Next up is the growth 
of this partner list, which could broaden the range of 
advertising opportunities for large and small companies 
that wish to geotarget more precisely.  

Fire Eagle, in other words, can reveal exact location 
while behavioral information is uncovered in the various 
ways users interact with services based on it, including 
social networks, blogs and hyperlocal destinations. It 
has the potential to add up to a novel local ad targeting 
tool, depending on user adoption levels. 

 
Placecast
Placecast, created by San Francisco-based 1020, has 
likewise begun to take the concept of better location 
targeting to heart. Unlike providers that focus on a 
consumer model, Placecast is more advertiser centric. 

It works with large advertisers to help them geotarget 
ads more effectively. Instead of geotargeting in a 
traditional sense to reach specific demographics known 
to be in certain areas, Placecast gets much more granular 
by targeting down to the node level. Specifically, it 
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combines location with a host of other variables to 
determine context and places ads accordingly.

So an individual in a hotel lobby can be served an ad 
based on what advertisers have nearby locations, time of 
day, time of year, upcoming holidays, or the possibility 
that he or she could be traveling or attending a major 
conference a few blocks away.

“Think of the ability for airlines to be able to display 
targeted promotions to travelers in the Minneapolis 
airport for tickets to Hawaii this weekend where it’s 
50 degrees warmer and on sale for $299,” says Anne 
Bezancon, president and founder of 1020. 

The company does this by going past traditional 
IP targeting and relying on other forms of location 
targeting such as Wi-Fi positioning.

“IP targeting is OK, but it only gets you so far, and 
half the time it’s wrong,” says Bezancon. She adds that 
users are not followed or tracked based on any other 
criteria besides their location. So essentially it is the 
location that’s targeted, not the user. Although the 
product lacks the additional dimension of behavioral 
targeting, she contends this is important to alleviate 
any privacy concerns that could threaten its reception.

Bezancon sees the biggest opportunities for Placecast 
with online verticals that are most tied to location, and 
those that are most interested in targeting the factors 
it derives. These include travel, high-end merchandise, 
arts and entertainment, and hotels (think in terms of 
business travelers).

Placecast has direct publisher relationships on one end, 
and mostly works with large agencies for national brand or 
promotional advertising. Bezancon sees the opportunity 
to also address SMB advertisers with which local targeting 
could resonate — particularly in real estate and autos. 

But she recognizes the sales channel issue in 
addressing such a fragmented universe of advertisers 
as you move down the long tail. So like any other 
company making a run at the SMB ad dollar, it will 
have to partner with local sales channels or find single 
points of entry such as hotel chains, national real estate 

agencies and regional auto dealer groups. The company 
already works with Hyatt hotels and will continue to 
look for angles into the local market.

“We’ve started out with large advertisers but are 
interested in forming relationships to get closer to the 
small-businesses market,” says Bezancon.
 
Final Thoughts: One Step at a Time
It will take a while before we see wide-scale advertiser 
adoption of location awareness as a means to geotarget 
ads more effectively. For now, underlying technologies 
are being developed and some application development 
is starting to be seen. Gaining user traction and 
awareness is the first step. 

With location awareness, there is the additional 
challenge of user comfort levels with a technology that 
has the potential to trigger a consumer privacy backlash. 
But in that respect, this could be the right time for 
the technology, as the development of the iPhone has 
warmed up the market to the concept of local search 
tools improving based on knowing where you are. 

Though the iPhone accounts for less than 1 percent 
of global cellphones, it will still force better device 
standards on the market. With better standards will 
come more appeal for next generation features such as 
mobile search — erstwhile stuck in early adopter phases 
due to poor usability standards. 

Positive reinforcement of effective content delivery 
on these next generation devices will get consumers 
more used to the idea of — and need for — a device 
knowing where it is in order to serve better content.  
This will happen in the mobile world and will migrate 
to the PC, as is starting to happen. 

Then, as it often goes, advertisers will follow suit. 
It could take a couple of years for this to play out, 
but the first steps have been taken. For those who 
consider themselves part of the local media and 
advertising landscape, it may be the right time to start 
paying attention to location awareness as a potential 
opportunity (or threat) on the horizon. ILM
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